Abstract-Relations between the local weight distributions of a binary linear code, its extended code, and its even weight subcode are presented. In particular, for a code of which the extended code is transitive invariant and contains only codewords with weight multiples of four, the local weight distribution can be obtained from that of the extended code. Using the relations, the local weight distributions of the (127, k) primitive BCH codes for k ≤ 50, the (127, 64) punctured third-order Reed-Muller , and their even weight subcodes are obtained from the local weight distribution of the (128, k) extended primitive BCH codes for k ≤ 50 and the (128, 64) third-order Reed-Muller code. We also show an approach to improve an algorithm for computing the local weight distribution proposed before.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a binary linear code, a zero neighbor is a codeword whose Voronoi region shares a facet with that of the all-zero codeword [1] . The local weight distribution [2] , [3] (or local distance profile [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] ) of a binary linear code is defined as the weight distribution of zero neighbors in the code. Knowledge of the local weight distribution of a code is valuable for the error performance analysis of the code. For example, the local weight distribution could give a tighter upper bound on error probability for soft decision decoding over AWGN channel than the usual union bound [7] .
Formulas for local weight distribution are only known for certain classes of codes, Hamming codes and second-order Reed-Muller codes. Although an efficient method to examine zero neighborship of codeword is presented in [1] , the computation for obtaining the local weight distribution is a very timeconsuming task. As Agrell noted in [1] , the automorphism group of the code can help reduce the complexity. Using the automorphism group of cyclic codes, i.e. cyclic permutations, Mohri et al. devised a computation algorithm using a method for obtaining the representative codewords with respect to the cyclic permutations. The algorithm examines the zero neighborship only for the representative codewords. By using the algorithm, they obtained the local weight distributions of the binary primitive BCH codes of length 63 [5] , [6] .
When the automorphism group properly contains cyclic permutations, for example the affine group, an efficient way of finding the representative codewords is unknown. We proposed an algorithm for computing the local weight distribution of a code using the automorphism group of the set of the all cosets of a subcode in the code [4] . Using the algorithm, we obtained the local weight distributions of the (128, k) extended primitive BCH codes for k ≤ 50 and the (128, 64) third-order Reed-Muller code [3] , [4] . For extended primitive BCH codes, which is closed under the affine group of permutations, our proposed algorithm has considerably smaller complexity than the algorithm in [5] and [6] .
However, for cyclic codes, the complexity is not reduced. Then the local weight distributions of the (127, k) primitive BCH codes for k ≥ 36 were not obtained although those of the corresponding (128, k) extended primitive BCH codes are known. A method for obtaining the local weight distribution of a code from that of its extended code should be considered.
In this paper, a relation between local weight distributions of a binary linear code and its extended code is given. A more concrete relation is presented for the case that the extended code is transitive invariant and contains only codewords with weight multiples of four. Extended binary primitive BCH codes and Reed-Muller codes are transitive invariant codes. A relation between local weight distributions of a binary linear code and its even weight subcode is also given. By using the relations, the local weight distributions of the (127, k) binary primitive BCH codes for 36 ≤ k ≤ 50, the (127, 64) punctured third-order Reed-Muller code, and their even weight subcodes are obtained from the local weight distributions of the (128, k) primitive BCH codes for 36 ≤ k ≤ 50 and the (128, 64) third-order Reed-Muller code. Finally, we give an approach to improve the algorithm proposed in [4] .
II. LOCAL WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
Let C be a binary (n, k) linear code. Define a mapping s from {0, 1} to R as s(0) = 1 and s(1) = −1. The mapping s is naturally extended to one from {0, 1} n to R n . A zero neighbor of C is defined [1] as follows:
where d E (x, y) is the Euclidean distance between x and y in R n .
A zero neighbor is also called a minimal codeword in [8] . The following lemma is useful to check whether a given codeword is a zero neighbor or not [1] .
Lemma 1: v ∈ C is a zero neighbor if and only if there is not v ′ ∈ C \ {0} such that Supp(v ′ ) Supp(v). Note that Supp(v) is the set of support of v, which is the set of positions of nonzero elements in v = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n ).
The local weight distribution is defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Local weight distribution): Let L w (C) be the number of zero neighbors with weight w in C. The local weight distribution of C is defined as the
On the local weight distribution, we have the following lemma [2] , [8] .
Lemma 2: Let A w (C) be the number of codewords with weight w in C and d be the minimum distance of C.
When all the weights w in a code are confined in w < 2d and w > n−k+1, the local weight distribution can be obtained from the weight distribution straightforwardly. For example, the local weight distribution of the (n, k) primitive BCH code of length 63 for k ≤ 18, of length 127 for k ≤ 29, and of length 255 for k ≤ 45 can be obtained from their weight distributions.
III. RELATIONS OF LOCAL WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS

A. General relation
Consider a binary linear code C of length n, its extended code C ex , and its even weight subcode C even . For a codeword v ∈ C, let wt(v) be the Hamming weight of v and v (ex) be the corresponding codeword in C ex , that is, v (ex) is obtained from v by adding the over-all parity bit. We define a decomposable codeword. Figure 1 ).
From Lemma 1, v is not a zero neighbor if and only if v is decomposable. For even weight codewords, we introduce an only-odd-decomposable codeword and an even-decomposable codeword.
Definition 4:
Let v ∈ C be a decomposable codeword with even wt(v). That is, v is not a zero neighbor in C. v is said to be only-odd-decomposable, if all the decomposition of v is of
Examples of a decomposable codeword and an indecomposable codeword.
the form v 1 + v 2 with the odd weight codewords
Otherwise, v is said to be even-decomposable.
When v is even-decomposable, there is a decomposition of v, v 1 + v 2 such that both wt(v 1 ) and wt(v 2 ) are even.
The relation between C and C ex with respect to zero neighborship is given in the following theorem, which is also summarized in Table I .
2) For a codeword v which is not a zero neighbor in C, the following a) and b) hold.
is a zero neighbor in C ex if and only if v is only-odd-decomposable in C.
, and hence v is decomposable into v 1 + v 2 . This contradicts the indecomposability of v.
2) Suppose that v is decomposed into v = v 1 + v 2 . a) Since wt(v) is odd, the sum of the parity bits in v is decomposable into v
, and v (ex) is not a zero neighbor in C ex . b) Since wt(v) is even, the parity bit in v
. Because the parity bit in v (ex) is zero, the parity bits in v is not a zero neighbor in C ex (see Figure 2) .
From 2)-b) of Theorem 1, there may be codewords that are not zero neighbors in C although their extended codewords are zero neighbors in C ex . Such codewords are the only-odd decomposable codewords. For investigating relations of local weight distributions between a code and its extended code, only-odd decomposable codewords are important.
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.
Examples of an even-decomposable codeword and an odddecomposable codeword mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1-2)-b).
Theorem 2: For a code C of length n,
where N j (C) is the number of only-odd decomposable codewords with weight j in C.
From Theorem 2, if there is no only-odd decomposable codeword in C, the local weight distributions of C ex are obtained from that of C. Next, we give a useful sufficient condition under which no only-odd-decomposable codeword exists. For example, all the weights of codewords in the (128, k) extended primitive BCH code with k ≤ 57 are multiples of four. The parameters of Reed-Muller codes with which all the weights of codewords are multiples of four are given by Corollary 13 of Chapter 15 in [9] . From the corollary, the third-order Reed-Muller codes of length 128, 256, and 512 have only codewords whose weights are multiples of four.
Although the local weight distribution of C ex for these codes can be obtained from that of C by using Theorem 2, what we need is a method for obtaining the local weight distribution of C from that of C ex . We need to know the number of zero neighbors with parity bit one. In Section III-B, we will show a method to obtain the number of zero neighbors with parity bit one for a class of transitive invariant codes.
A similar relation to that between C and C ex holds between C and C even . This relation is given in Theorem 4 without proof (see Table I ).
Theorem 4: 1) For an even weight zero neighbor v in
C, v is a zero neighbor in C even . 2) For an even weight codeword v which is not a zero neighbor in C, v is a zero neighbor in C even if and only if v is only-odd-decomposable in C.
From Theorem 4, we have Theorem 5.
Theorem 5:
For a code C of length n,
B. Relation for transitive invariant extended codes
A transitive invariant code is a code which is invariant under a transitive group of permutations. A group of permutations is said to be transitive if for any two symbols in a codeword there exists a permutation that interchanges them [10] . The extended primitive BCH codes and Reed-Muller codes are transitive invariant codes. For a transitive invariant C ex , a relation between the (global) weight distributions of C and C ex is presented in Theorem 8.15 in [10] . A similar relation holds for local weight distribution.
Lemma 3:
If C ex is a transitive invariant code of length n + 1, the number of zero neighbors with parity bit one is
Proof: This lemma can be proved in a similar way as the proof of Theorem 8.15. Arrange all zero neighbors with weight w in a column. Next, interchange the j-th column and the last column, which is the parity bit column, for all these codewords with the permutation. All the resulting codewords have weight w and must be the same as the original set of codewords. Thus, the number of ones in the j-th column and that in the last column are the same. Denote this number l w , which is the same as the number of zero neighbors of weight w with parity bit one. Then the total ones in the original set of codewords is (n + 1) l w , or L w (C ex ) times the weight w. Thus, (n + 1) l w = wL w (C ex ), and l w = w n+1 L w (C ex ). It is clear that there are n+1−w n+1 L w (C ex ) zero neighbors with weight w whose parity bit is zero from this lemma. The following theorem is obtained from Theorem 1 and Lemma 3.
Theorem 6:
If C ex is a transitive invariant code of length n + 1,
If there is no only-odd-decomposable codeword in a transitive invariant code C, the equality of (7) holds. That is, in this case, we have that
Therefore, for a transitive invariant code C ex having no only-odd-decomposable codeword in C, the local weight distributions of C can be obtained from that of C ex by using (5) and (8) in Theorem 6. After computing the local weight distribution of C, that of C even can be obtained by using Theorem 5. IV. OBTAINED LOCAL WEIGHT DISTRIBUTIONS As discussed in the previous section, the local weight distributions of the (127, k) primitive BCH codes for k ≤ 57, the punctured third-order Reed-Muller codes of length 127, 255, and 511, and their even weight subcodes are obtained from those of the corresponding extended codes by using Theorems 5 and 6. Since the local weight distribution for the (128, 57) extended primitive BCH code and the thirdorder Reed-Muller codes of length 256 and 512 are unknown, only the local weight distributions of the (127, k) primitive BCH codes for k = 36, 43, 50, the (127, 64) punctured thirdorder Reed-Muller code, and their even weight subcodes are obtained. These local weight distributions are presented in Table II . The local weight distributions of the corresponding even weight subcodes are obtained straightforwardly from the distributions given in the table by using Theorem 5.
V. COMPUTATION ALGORITHM FOR LONGER CODES As mentioned in Section I, we have computed the local weight distributions of several extended BCH codes and the third-order Reed-Muller code of length 128 by using our computation algorithm in [4] . In the algorithm, the time complexity is reduced by reducing the number of codewords whose zero neighborship should be checked. However, it is still time consuming to compute the local weight distribution of a (n, k) code with larger k and/or larger n. In improving the computation algorithm, the next target codes include the (256, 93) Reed-Muller code and the (128, 57) extended BCH code.
In this section, we give an approach for improving the algorithm proposed in [4] . First, we briefly review this algorithm. For a binary (n, k) linear code C and its linear subcode with dimension k ′ , let C/C ′ denote the set of cosets of
Definition 5 (Local weight subdistribution for cosets): Let D be a coset in C/C ′ and LS w (D) be the number of zero neighbors of C in D with weight w. The local weight subdistribution for a coset D ∈ C/C ′ is the (n + 1)-tuple
Then
The following theorem gives an invariance property under permutations for cosets. Next, we show the approach. To reduce the complexity more, we consider using the invariance property for cosets in computing the local weight subdistributions for the representative cosets. This means that we consider a coset v+C ′ ∈ C/C ′ as the set of cosets of C ′′ , where C ′′ is a linear subcode of
We also call the weight distribution of zero neighbors in E ∈ (v+C ′ )/C ′′ the local weight subdistribution for E. The following theorem gives an invariance property for cosets in (v + C ′ )/C ′′ .
Theorem 8: For E 1 , E 2 ∈ (v + C ′ )/C ′′ , the local weight subdistribution for E 1 and that for E 2 are the same if there exists π ∈ {ρ : ρv ∈ v + C ′ , ρ ∈ Aut(C) ∩ Aut(C ′ )} such that π[E 1 ] = E 2 , where π[E] = {πv : v ∈ E}.
We consider partitioning (v + C ′ )/C ′′ into the equivalence classes. Permutations which are used to partition cosets into equivalence classes are presented in the following lemma. In order to partition cosets into equivalence classes, we should use permutations presented in Lemma 4. Even if Aut(C), Aut(C ′ ), and Aut(C ′′ ) are known, we should obtain permutations π that satisfy πv ∈ v + C ′ . 
